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Candid Views on
Making a Career in
Film and Video

''What

I did since
Monday ... "
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This panel discussion was the first of its kind sponsored by the Department of
Film & Video. The session was .designed to introduce students into a working
reality that can only be described by the people that are in the midst of their
careers. The panelists include producers, directors, writers, cinematographers,
a casting director and an editor. The evening was remarkable for the candor and
effervescence of everyone involved.

JANE ALDERMAN of Alderman and Andreas Casting has casted for such

directors as Arthur Penn, Harold Prince and Franco Zeffirelli. She spent several
years in acting prior to her work in casting and is a faculty member of the
Goodman School of Drama.
RON CLASKY worked as an editor in Chicago for many years and now owns

a film and video editing house in Florida. He has won two Emmy Awards and
one national Peabody Award for his documentary editing.
DAVID HANSEN is a freelance cinematographer and co-publisher of the Chicago

Creative Directory.
GORDON QUINN, one of the founders of Kartemquin Films, is a producer,

director and cameraman and specializes in documentary filmmaking. He has
won numerous awards for his work.
SHARON LLOYD SPENCE is a producer and director for documentaries and

corporate image films and videos. Her television pilot, "Women of the World",
was nominated for an Emmy Award.
DANIELLA VIOLET-GREEN is a commercial studio producer who has also

produced a musical feature film. She has written scripts for both film and
television, directed a promotional film and a stageplay and worked as a casting
director.
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Anthony
Loeb:

Tonight we've gathered a select group of local professionals to relate some of the
experiences they've gained on the way up the inevitable ladder and why they
consider Chicago a thriving film and video community. Much of what you hear
will dispel many cherished conceptions about the industry, but these people
have seen it from both sides- from beginning peon jobs to a measure of suc<;ess
in their respective fields. One fact that has been and will remain a constant is
the importance of authorship, of filmmaker as storyteller. Regardless of the role
one fills on a crew, every contribution bettersthe work that will eventually rely
solely on its images and sound to convey a message to the audience. Gordon,
why don't you start by telling us about a turning point, not just what you do,
but how you've gotten through some rough days.

Gordon
Quinn:

· Actually, I would like to tell you what I did since Monday. I'm an independent
producer for Kartemquin Films. I got up on Monday, drove to Iowa City, filmed
. a medical film about a lackluster operation, and drove back on Tuesday. This is
the ieal thing~a straight commercial job, al" video medical film. On Wednesday,
we met with a managemenf consultant who is trying to figure out why
Kartemquin isn't making money. Then the partners in our company-actually,
we have two corporations, one for profit, one not for profit-met to assess that
until about 9 o'clock last night. It's all very complicated and that's what the
man,a gement company was helping us with. This morning I got up about 6
o'clock because I had to write up a contract that we're .trying to sign tomorrow
for a film that we've already started. We've gotten an advance, but we needed
to sign the contract with the person who's giving us the money. At 10 o' dock,
I had to meet with our bookkeeper at the studio because we're reorganizing all
thebooks. -Then I had to run downtown to the Illinois Arts Councilbecause our
grant was being considered. They told,me that we should show up because the
panel might want to ask us questions. But they changed the rules this year and
didn't ask us any questions so I didn't need to be there. Then I had to rush back
to the studio to work on the contract.

Tony:

Can you give him some applause for this? It's strange. I feel like I'm in a force
field. I must say, Gordon, I didn't realize you were so compulsive. You haven't
described a moment off-it's really intense.

Gordon:

It's been an intense week. I try not to do that all the time.
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Jane
Alderman:

I'm not .talking until you call on me.

Tony:

Don't worry. I'll call on you. Sharon, tell us what your day is like.

I'm a ;p rod.u cer/director for Jack Lieb Productions, a production company here
Sharon
Lloyd Spence: in town that specializes in documentaries and corporate image films. I've been
produc~ng now for about ten years, but two years ago I took a staff job as a
director and thought, "Oh, great, now I can spend every single day directing!"
Wrong. This week alone I spent six hours mc1king changes i.n a film with a
client-not mistakes that we made, but new things that the client wanted. I
spent eight hours writing a -free treatment/scenario for a corporate image film
for a multi-million dollar company I decided to do it:for free because if I get the
job, I get to direct it. So, in effect, I'm trying to create work for myself. I spent
16 hours storyboarding a really terrible .script on driver safety, and the only
compensation is that I get to direct it in Korea in June. I spent four hours planning
my summer vacation. I called five girlfriends and I wrote a letter to my mother.
That was my big directing week.
Tony:

What did you say to your· mother?

Sharon:

I told her that I was glad I was doing my job.

Tony:

What's a _typical day for you, Ron?

Ron
Clasky:

I live in Evanston and my studio is near the Wrigley Building, so I begin my day
by d~ing my bike to work, and when I get there I take·.a swim. Then I'm very
hungry and go to lunch. After lunch, I make a few phone calls, but today I was
thinking about what to say here tonight. That's what I've done this week.
Tomorrow I start a job.

Tony:

What is the first thing you do when you start a job?

Ron:

Look at the rushes.

Tony:

What do you look for?
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Ron:

Tony:
Ron:

·I look for where the commercial really is. Or if it's a film, Hook for the film. It's
:not necessarily what everybody to~d rrie it was going to "be. I try to let the film
·tell ~e what it's ·going to be, ·arid that's 'what t look for.
What's ·on the·screen that you. ·need to krtow?
Everytime we start to look at footage, it's always a director, producer and probably
-- a client telling me what they want and how they ·feel this; commercial should
, look -a nd, there's usually a script and storyboard and all kinds of preconceived
notions, But an'editor; I always try to put thaton the side;and look for what
they really have because that's what I'm going to have to deal with and that's
how I'm going to decide wh_at edit will make that commercial work. The images
tell the story.
· ·.:

as

Tony:

We haven't ,heard_from David or Daniella yet.

David
Hansen:

I went fishing all week. ·Just kidding. Besides my work as a cinematographer,
my brother:and l publish·the Chicago Creative Directory, so I'm kind of playing
two roles here. I don't know whether I'm a freelance publisher or a freelance
cinematographer. They kind of fall into each other. I wish I could say I got my
start in this business because my mother and father owned a studio with 40
employees billing $40 million a year in studio rental, but, in fact, that's not quite
the truth. I started out changing toilet paper rolls,- sweeping floors and.building
sets at Sharon's place of employment-Jack Lieb Productions. When I graduated
in'72, I ran film back and-forth to the lab. I did every errand that possibly had
to be done. A college graduate making $56 a week was pretty impressive for
me. I wanted to be in the film business and I didn't care what I had to do to be
there. A couple of years later, I got an apprenticeship, then first assistant
apprenticeship and joined the local 666 union. I moved up through the ranks ·
doing the really rotten jobs out on big farms for two weeks so I could do two
days on a nice sunny ~location. Funny things and bad things happened along
the way, but it's a nice job. ·I really enjoy it.

Daniella
Violet-Green:

I'm not going to talk about what I ·did today, although I'll probably address it
later on. My whole premise for being on this panel is to talk about what it is to
be a studio or agency producer. I like this job because it's at the top of the line
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of every budget and the producer is always Number 1. You find out that you
have to "give good phone," but l didn't start out giving good phone. I walked
in an office and wasn't going to leave until I got the job and a couple of hours
later, I did. That's a casting director's kind of story. Years later, I was able to
persevere with the same kind of attitude and get other things that I needed for
productions. I once opened a lighthouse in Maine that hadn't been opened in
20 years by calling the U.S. Coast Guard. They gave it to me for nothing for a
week to shoqt a Sears spot. I spoke to them on the phone from a lobster house
with all these men in yellow slickers staring at me. Evetyone in the town said I
was crazy. Giving good phone is ·so important and I developed that skill even
more over the years.
Tony:

You were a Spanish teacher, weren't you?

Daniella:

Yes, and I think that it helped because a producer has to teach a lot of people.
You're like everyone's mother and father, so it's helpful to be a teacher and an
eldest child. Today, I networked creatives with clients. The clients were pissed,
the creatives were frustrated, and it was my job to be the synapse in that whole
situation.

Tony:

What's a creative?

Daniella:

· The creative director, the art director, the writer. I was interfacing with the
account people who represent the client and we had two different opinions. As
the producer, I got them to come to a wonderful agreement.

Audience:

What exactly does a producer/director do?

Sharon:

First, I discuss the project with the client, then I meet with the writers. When
the script comes in, it's my job to totally break it down in terms of locations,
talent.; crew, etc. It's my job to put together a shooting schedule, to hire the
crews, to get the props, the sets, everything. Then when I go on location, I take
off the producer's hat, put on the director's hat and tell the cameraperson where
to go and tell -the crew and talent what to do. Then· I bring all the dailies back
and sit with the editor and pick the takes. If you can be the producer and director,
you have almost total control.
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Jane Alderman

We've had people
who wanted to be
very important
right away and I'd
have to say,
"Excuse me, but
I've been doing
this for 25 years
and that's why
they ask for me. "
You're going to
have to cultivate
your own
relationships and
grow and learn
the business.

1

1
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Tony:
Sharon:

What are you worst at? What is most difficult for you in those two jobs?
. You get exhausted. The good part is that you have control. The bad part is that

you have too much to do. You start at 5 o'clock in the morning and work until
midni$ht, and you do that until the production is done.
Tony:
Sharon:

David:

Audience:
Gordon: .···

As a filmmaker, do you concentrate on directing?

I think the staging of scenes is my greatest strength. I think making a film is a
· _team effort and you've got to have a whole crew of top people. If you work with
'· a very gifted editor, gifted cinematographer a·n d the best talent, you're going to
have a film that reflects the caliber and experience of all those people. I don't
think the producer or director does it alL
I think you're right about the teamwork, the effort that's involved with all these
different people. When it gets to the point where you're the client and don't get
to look through the camera, or you're the dolly grip and don't get to go into
the editing room, the whole thing can become a misunderstanding. It is such a
huge effortf01; everyone who pulls·a ~able or sets a light or makes a cut. It's not
-· necessary to master everyone else's job, but it's integral to be aware of it so you
know what the crew's difficulties are on a shoot. You can compromise and
·. understand and do a better job yourself by 11:aving a little bit of background in
: . <:· ·what th~:crewis doing. Certainlyyo-u're no~ taking ~ver anyone's job or stepping
~-i nt_b theirterritory, but you'll be a much b~tter .filmmaker by having that
. ~backgto_u rttt No one' can take that knowledge· away from you.

J-loW

4id :Kdrternquin ·get started?

·.RartelllC}.µin;gtjtStarted in the mjd-'60s. Th.e~eWere three of us in college who
_gdtip.terestecHn.film: A couple of j,eatsJater, I began working in the industry,

. .first ·a s~a:n-editor; th.en a~ a sound n1~n~ Afterwe made our first film,:"Home for
. Lifo;,,,,. we -formed ·oµr·own cmnpany to make social documentaries. We've been
in alotof different for~_s, a lot9fdifferent.shapes,.over the years. Through the
,.mid-70s Wt:\ w~re a.. collecttve of 12 people·.. Now that fell apart, but the core of
. the originalcompanyis, still there,andnow some oHhe people have come back.
We're approaching 20 years old, but we·'ve always been on the edge, always
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pushingfor.our:own ind~pendently ·p roduced-documeiltaries.-Part of the secret
· is that . it'smot . ·~lrimune :pl~ce~<We'redn;the commercial,industry-we do
-industrials" .w e :w ork as ·t echnici~ns·~and ·weo: produce our. own films for public
television as:wellas straightCJut p9litical films-that are -d esigned to move people
to,actioh:·...So.we~ve always ·been:a ble to keep that flexibility., l encourage all of
you.to fake ahardtookatChicago becauseithas eno.rmo-us potential to do this
kind;o f thirtgina.- way thatNewYorkdoe:snl.Tworked-in New-York for a couple
of:year-s.and une- of.the· reasons I ·c ame..back to·Chicago ·was that I was in that
position.,I had thiScareerand it was.all mapped:out in front ofme-. I could see
whatit-w.,as; andI didFt'twanHt. It'wasn.'t my idea of success.-It's very hard in
NewYork.· I .was a cameraman at the time, and it was very hard to go off and
do,your bwn'films for a couple of years and Jiot work for your clients. You come
back a year later and they've forgotten you.:There's-somebody ·e lse in your place.
In Chicago, I disappear for six months or a year and I call people up and I'm
working .again. I 'thinkit's.a .different 'kind of townwith~a -different kind of ::·· .'
attitude. There's some real problems with staying here because a lot of our
funding :comes :bufof New York, but Chicago has so much to offer in terms·:of
being:_: able:to build 'a very :flexible kind:·o f career. ·. . -· ·
Tony:

What-were you doing in NewYork-w hen the career.was laid out? What did you
see? i >· : · < , >,-;. -: ; ·. ·: :-~ :· · :.
- . , .·
'.

Gordon:

·:·

•. <,

t

,,!

v,•;

J..

I was ·w.orki,ng :for:~MPO/ a big producer of .commercials and corporate films. I
· was :w orking in a ·special unit that ,was ·doing ,d ocumentaries and it was
interestin.g.,:-·I w.01:ked on a ·. film called>"'Festival," ,w hich prec~ded "Monterey
Pop, ~~ one-of the firstbig musicfilms. It was-just a slotI was in and I could see
what it wouldbe·like-:to stay there . I have friends that are independent producers
·now in NewYorkthat lead a very difficult life because they really have to "make
. it'r _o n :t hekproductiohs. They have·: to ,go from one to the ,next:because they
don'-t .have a .-c:ommercia, career to back .them up. ·
:~

)

. .

Tony:

What's the evolution of your thinking process? Were you politically radical when
you;started? . _ .
-

Gordon:

Our-first -film:,. '1Home forLife/ ':was-aboutanold age home.·We thought that if
we made a film about a problem it would help make .things better. We made a
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very straightforward verite documentary. To us, the film was a real critique of
old age homes as institutions. We thought it would generate a lot of discussion
about alternative places for old people in our society. Well, it wasn't taken that
way and it wasn't used that way. It was used to make old age homes better.
Over the years, we've learned that in America you have to do more than identify
the problem. A lot of people know what the problem is, and a lot of times even
know the solution, but peopie .don't have the power to make it happen. Over
the years our films have become more .political. I've become more politicized and
you'll see it in a film like "The Last Pullman :C ar." It's not so much identifying
the problem, but analyzing w;hy people don't have the power to do anything
about what the film shows. It's really tryjng to tell people what to do. We've
progressed in that although we still work in a variety of styles. "Taylor Chain"
is still a classic verite film.
Audience:

What advice would you have for someone who's starting their own company?

Gordon:

Well, I started out working for other people both here and in New York and I
found that to be very valuable experience. There's nothing like learning on the
job in this business. I started very much like you did. The first job I ever had in
film thrilled me to death. They put meinto a crawlspace that was four feet high
and told me to dust off about a hundred lights that were in there. You learn
from all that stuff. When we had the collective, there was a constant problem
because we were trying to share a lot of skills and train people to do things. I'm
a~ editor, a cameraman and a s.o undman. People don't understand that I worked
for years at each one of those jobs. You can't do them all at once. I don't do
sound ·or commercial editing anymore because it's impossible to maintain the
skills you once had. My editing helped my camerawork enormously. If you have
something you want to do, to work towards, you should try to form your own
company. I think a lot of Columbia. I think it's turned out many great people.
We s,ee s~me of them coming through our place,. but the first jobs you have out
in the world are the greatest training ground.

David:

To start your own business, say an advertising agency, you need someone who
has something that they want to sell, and you have the idea on how to sell it,
so you get together. You've got a client and an advertising agency and you take
it from there.
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Daniella:

If you do a few jobs before you actually start your own company, those clients
might be clients you can rely on later for other jobs. A lot of directors first work
for bigger companies and then _w hen they go offon their own, they go back to
those clients and say, "Remember when I did this great job for you?" and they
pull that business away and make it their own. That's a viable way to do it, not
to mention the production and budgetary considerations you would have.

Tony:

There~s an attitude, a drive, a respect, that's intangible. There are unwritten rules
that govern and keep people operating in the commercial industry. There's an
attitude towards work you have to absorb before you can think of doing your
own thing.

Audience:

How long did it take you before you understood the system that you were dealing
with?

Sharon:

I think if you are honest with yourself you feel that you never will and you admit
to yourself that you're going to spend the rest of your life learning. My advice
is to try to go to work for some big companies. I worked for NBC for five years
and then for Burson Marsteller which is an international public relations firm.
Then I worked for three major companies and I was able to learn from other
people who were smarter than me on big budget projects that were impossibly
over my head. But that kind of challenge makes you reach and try to do things
that you might not ordinarily do if you're just out of school and trying to start
your own company. If you get the chance, go to work for the big guys, get some
really heavy credentials under your belt and then, ten years down the road, you
can walk away and say, "Now I'm going to do my own thing."

Audience:

Where does an editor start out?

Ron:

In my case, way back when I got out of high school and was looking around for
what I wanted to do, I decided that I wantedto get into television. So I enrolled
at Columbia College and then went to the television stations for a job. There
were no jobs. There were four stations-WTTW was just starting out and the
three networks. I don't know if they were networks at that point or if they were
really affiliated, but they are now. Either way, there were 11-<? jobs. So I went to
Wilding Studios, the largest film studio in Chicago and probably in the Midwest.
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It was the first film studio I tried. I wanted to be a television director and I
decided that someday I was going to be a director. That's about all I knew.

David:

Ron, isn't that where Charlie Chaplin got his start?

Ron: ·

He .didn't get his start there, but he worked there and ran it, too. The place
revolved around him. I went there and said to the receptionist that I wanted to
apply for a job and she told me to sit down and someone would talk to me. I
went into the reception room and there was the history of the motion picture
business on that wall. All these great production stills, quite a few of them of
Charlie Chaplin, and a lot of stars and industrial movies because that's the main
thing they produced in those days. I sat there with the film industry all around
me in that room. After about an hour of waiting, a man who seemed ten feet
tall walked over to me, sat down and said, "Mr. Clasky, what would you like
to do here at Wilding" and I said, "Well, I'd like to be a director." When he stood
up, he seemed 20 feet tall, and said, "Good day, Mr. Clasky," and he strode out
of the place and I was all alone again in that room full of production stills. I
cra.wled out of there. I -w alked out and went to every film studio that I could
find on the north side of Chicago. I finally walked into Kling Studios and it was
a beautiful place. It was ·a two-story art and photography studio that was very
succ~ssful in doing illustrative art and photography for advertising. I said to
myself that this was the place I wanted to work. So I walked up and asked for
~ job as a deliyery boy. By that time I was asking for a beginning job in the
industry. I gave a big pitch, but they. told me there were no jobs available.
l walked out of there and. said, "If I can't work here, I don't want to work
anywhere." So I went and got a job at Chicago Title and Trust the next day.
About a week later, Kling Studios called and said, "OK, we like your pitch. We're
going to make a place for you." One of the things that I told them was that I
wanted to be a director. But a job opened up in the editing room first and they
said I was probably better off learning directing from the editing room. So I took
the job in editing. Even though I've been working in production and I've done
some directing, I guess I've really been an editor for my ,entire career.

Tony:

How w9uld someone break into editing today? What should someone say to
you in a letter that will make them interesting to you?
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Ron Clasky

It's Friday night
and I've been
working around
the clock since 10
o'clock Thursday
morning . .. I
danced all over
the room when I
came home.

Ron:

· Well, I work alone for the big post-production houses. I've been part of editing
sessions and supervised whole editing departments for television shows that
went across the country, but I found out that I prefer to have my own place and
have control of my life. I find that studio editors are going all the time. I want
to have a freshness in my films so I do projects that I like. I'm not what people
would call a great success and I don't make a great living, but I've made a nice
living.
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Tony:

Jane, what movies have you seen lately that you liked and thought were well
casted?

Jane:

All of my pictures. No, seriously, the best cast picture? One of my favorites is
"Diner" which was beautifully cast. I just had an interview with Garry Marshall
and he has since hired us to work on "Nothing in Common." When I went to
the interview, he said, /'OK,.cookie, what's the best cast film?" and I blurted out
"Diner." Then I thought, oh,brother, I should have said one of his pictures, but
he said, "Good, I'm gla_d you said that because it's mine, too." H~ probably lied.

Audience:

What do you do if you want to get into screenwriting?

Daniella:

First, write it and finish it all the way. Then make some contacts by calling some
people who have done this and get names of agents in Hollywood and New
York who are interested in new talent that they can sell at a premium price and
agents whoo·n ly deal with people who are well known. They both exist on both
coasts and you can make inquiries. You'll have to go out there and talk to them,
but you don't have to live there. I have a talent agent for writing and directing
and I don't live there. It's very hard to get scripts sold. Sometimes you get
advances and sometimes you don't. In fact, my agent represented Garry Marshall
and everyone from that station and everyone from his programs. He also
represented people from around the country because he encouraged new talent.
He was interested in keeping things fresh. ABC is a wonderful place because
they make .18 Movies of the Week a year. Most of the other stations make about
five or maybe seven now because they're trying to be more competitive, but now
ABC's the only one that consistently makes Movies of the Week. NBC might
come out with several miniseries, but as an unknown, you're not going to get
a miniseries sold. CBS doesn't do that many movies because they like the news.
You want to find people you might know or at least get to see at ABC. You
should copyright it before you sent it to anybody and you should also send it
to the Writers' Guild.

Tony:

It sounds like a tall order to approach ABC when you don't know anyone. What
kind of advice do you have for calling people who.are not going to know you?

Daniella:

It's very hard. I was a script supervisor in Chicago for a director who's now
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become very -famous inJeatures~ Because· I was such a· good script supervisor,
he introduced meto'agents in-L. A·. That's how l got to meet them, ·but as a rule,
, they're very hard to -m eet. Even though-I had done'a lot of filins, music videos,
industrials and some dramatic pieces, ·l didn't have a.,r eelthat would get me a
contract. Once when I was at a party, someone from Columbia Studios said to
:me,. -11 So,. what have you· done?"-In other words, "What's your network
program?", and I said, "Well, I've got .this··reel' and it's really swell." I had this
· hot agent named-Richland and ldidn't know he:was hot. I'm from Chicago and
I liked· him because he was ·n:ice. Then the director who introduced me said,
"She doesn't get it.' Sh~ thinks it's normal that he's signed her immediately. But
she hasn't done anything yet, really." It is hard, but it's not impossible. If you
get just one name, it progresses geometrically like Malthusian theory. If you
have a good letter and a good phone rappo~t, you·can get read and that's what
you want them to do. They can't do anything unless they actually read it, and
believe me, that's what they spend.most of their time doing.-Theyhave people
who just read which, by the way, is an excellent job.
Audience:

Do you think there's a certain type of storyline that sells better?

Daniella:

Yes, one that runs two hours long with commercials deleted ..You had better
time your scenes like that or else it doesn't work. Don't write long scenes without
commercial breaks. All scripts that.are seriously considered are not timed to be
precisely on the moment, but must have the flow and momentum for television
broadcast. Television and cable stations are -yearning for good scripts. Feature
money is too hard to get unless you're very well known.

Gordon:

I just wanted to quote Lindsay Law, the executive producer of '~merican
Playhouse," who was asked these questions at a panel we served on recently.
I'm not sure if it's entirely true, but one thing he said was, ''My door is open.
Just call me up." There are a few of those doors, but the reality is that you usually
need an agent and it's essential to have one. When someone asked him what
he looks for, he gave an answer I really liked: "Whatever you believe in." When
you start writing, you're probably only about 20 years old ·and ·just getting out
of school. If you're already thinking about what they're looking for, you're not
going to go very far because the.top people do not want to fit into the slot that ·
puts out the sausage that makes up most of what we see on television. They
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look at enormous numbers of scripts and the one that stands out is the one that
someone really put their heart into. Law was really insistent on that. I don't like
· half of what they put on television, but I think '~merican Playhouse" looks for
people that care about what they're writing about.
Jane:

If you want to be a screenwriter, you must build up your contacts. As Daniella
said, she was a very good script supervisor who got to know a director who
helped her. I've worked in every aspect of this business for so long and the
contacts I have made along the way got me where I am today. If you're a delivery
boy, you're going to have this wonderful edge. You may not be a screenwriter
right away, but when you're ready, you'll have plenty of contacts.

Audience:

Sharon, are you working mostly in film or videotape?

Sharon:

I'd say our business is 70% film and 30% tape.

Daniella:

Finishing film?

Sharon:

Well, we mix mediums. Sometimes we shoot in film, edit in film and transfer
to tape for distribution.

Tony:

How do you feel about tape? What is the future of video?

Sharon: -

I think it depends on what business you're going to be in. l do mostly corporate
image films which present a company's image to stockholders or current and
prospective employees. Usually, they will be shown to a large audience, so they
want to go with film. I'm not a big fan of videotape. I just never get the ·same ·look on tape that I get on film. I know there's a huge argument about film lighting
for tape or whether it should be l" or ¾". It's just endless.
But I've never seen a piece of videotape that looked as beautiful as film.

Tony:

God, that feels good.

Audience:

Is it a good idea to work on your portfolio between projects or is it better to
move up slowly?
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Daniella:

Tony:

That's why we have weekends.
It seems that what ,the industry is craving is the sense of a new voice or some
· kind of idiosyncratic identity because the unpredictable films are the ones that
have the quality'of character and an intensity that is not manufactured. If you've
got a film you want to make, you'll convince someone else to help you make it,
and that's what the industry needs to see. -I n some ways it's not an industry but
a group of people who, in one respect or another, have made their compromises,
but still have a dream.
-

Daniella:

You will also find other crew members talking about other films that they may
have done or plan to do. I don't know anyone in the business who isn't trying
to do other things,~It also gives you great dialogue at lunch. These are all
important things and it builds up your resume. It's more important that you
accomplished something than whether or not it was put on television. The
experience you gain is invaluable.

Tony:

What's tricky, too, is that the people you meet when you make a film are just
as likely to move on and possibly be important to you in the future. You are
becoming known in some very real ways. Your attitudes and tastes are being
shared with a number of people. Those people ·go on, too, and if one of them
moves forward quicker than you do, he or she may call you.

. David:

Since large financial backing is rare, you'll find it's like raising a barn when
someone's barn burned down in the olden days. People come around and pitch
in and throw up some wood and Mom cooks lunch. You run the dolly, I'll shoot,
you tote the cable, I'll pull the lights and I've got a car, and bing, bing, bing,
let's put on a show. You'll find that projects like these will help you because the
guy who was your dolly grip yesterday may be your director next year. It's very
helpful. It's a nice community.
·

Sharon:

When you first get out of school, you might think that you're only good at one
thing and mentally say you can only take a job as a screenwriter because that's
what you want to do. Or you can only take a job as a cinematographer because
that's what you've been doing for four years. What you should do is take anything
you can in the business. If somebody asks if you can do something and you
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think you can't, lie and say you can. Take it. I was thinking back to my first job
after I graduated from Northwestern with a major in theatre and film. It was a
radio show and I remember sitting in the interview and the interviewer saying,
"Well, do you know how to do a radio show?" And I said, "Oh, of course I
know how to do one." That's how I got my first job. You've just got to say yes.
Gordon:

When they call you, always ask if it's an indoor or outdoor shoot. It was 20
below on State Street for one of Daniella's weekend projects. We've all done that
and I think it's very important. You work together and you meet people in the
industry who work together. For two years in a row, we've had Academy Award
winners who got their start in Kartemquin.

Tony:

Daniella, tell us about the independent film you made with your sister.

Daniella:

That's the film Gordon's talking about. It was my effort back in 1980 to get an
agent in Los Angeles. I was subsidized by some people who I had worked for
who believed in me, and I made a film. I paid for certain editorial and lab costs
that you can't get around, but everyone else worked for free. Gordon was one
of the shooters. People pitched in and one Saturday night we shot in a loft on
Kinzie Street-18 union men working from 6 p.m. until the middle of the morning
for some Remy Martin and my mother's cooking. People even came from Los
Angeles. They were all going against their unions, but this film community is
very strong and you can get things done. I took the film out to Los Angeles and
got an agent. It was a 20-minute segment of a dramatic comedy I had put up at
St. Nicholas. It was the beginning, middle and end of an hour~long piece. It
was good, very good.

Tony:

What was your first job, Daniella?

Daniella:

I scrubbed floors for 7-Up.

Tony:

You graduated from Columbia and-that was your first job?

Daniella:

No, that wasn't my first job. I was a teacher and then I designed clothing. I've
been a producer now for almost 12 years. I've never done camerawork professionally, but I have run camera and sound on my own shoots. I've done location
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You can be a
rott~n, c.onniv~
ing, backbiting,
chiseling producer or you can
just go out and
make an honest
living.

scouting, styling, props, worked with Jane in casting-everything. When you're
Number One on the list, you have to know everything. ·
Tony:

.What 'is styling?

Daniella:

Styling is ~hen you look at boards for a commercial or any kind of film and
decide the "look" of it with the director. You decide how much you have to
spen,d_and you meet _w ith the set designer and build things like kitchens for
Frig~daire commercials. ·.

Tony:

What's a production assistant?
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Daniella:

A production assistant is my right arm and takes care of my list of priorities. I
started out as a production assistant and I worked for a very good producer.-~A s
a producer, you have to tell everybody what to ·do and what they need and if
you don't know how they're going to get it, you can't make a bid or an estimate.
Whether or not my production assistant knows what they're doing, I have to
know what they're doing and why.
You must have some knowledge of everything, but then you rely on experts in
those fields.

Tony:

Let me say something about Daniella who worked with me on "Whisper the
Sounds." We were out in an old folks' home about half a mile from the main
building. I had a scene where I wanted a woman to sit on a rock in a black
shawl-your stereotyped very grieving moment-and I had a Resnais-like image
in mind of this old, bent woman standing against the sky. ·But we didn't have a
black shawl. We looked around at all the people there and they weren't looking
tragic and classic and Greeklike. So I said, "Daniella, where can we get a black
shawl? I need a black shawl!" and she ran off. I'll never forget it. She ran half a
mile to get the black shawl. Now there are a number of reactions you can get
from asking for such a thing in the-middle of nowhere. A lot of people may say,
"It's not necessary," or not say it, but transmit their resistance somehow. A
director can lose the impulse very easily and be persuaded to take less. Daniella
made that moment happen.

Daniella:

And because I did that, now I've got someone who runs, and that's the trick.

Jane:

We tried to get some basketball players together and I wanted them to be
extraordinarily tall and black, so I thought, "It's a piece of cake. I'll call up what's
his name-Ray Meyer from DePaul." He said yes, so I went down there and
interviewed the most wonderful seven-foot-tall black basketball players. Then
something in the back ,o f my mind said, "My boss is going to ask for someone
short and white. I know it, I just know it." So I had them all lined up and said
to my assistant, "Go ask the coach if there are some short white guys," and he
didgettwoplayersforme. Of course, my boss later says, "Hmmm, you know
what? I've decided I want him white and I want him short." You've got to
anticipate these things. You can't say, ''Aw, grow up."
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Ron:

After they go ~hrough all of this-working on a production for weeks, days,
nights, weekends in 20 below weather-all this great footage comes into the
editor's room and all these people come in, too. Now the editor's got to look at
it and deal with it. He or she sees all this footage and says, "I don't like that
woman sitting there with the black shawl." In his or her mind and gut, that
shot's out. That's when the fighting starts. The editor may lose because it's really
the director's film. I always believe it'sthe director's film. The editor has to find
what's great about that film and can it because he or she is fresh. There might
be things, beautiful things, that even the director doesn't see. That's what the
editor has to find in the film-if it's there.

do

Audience:
Jane:

What is typecasting? When is it used?
I think every actor worries about that. You know, I really believe that when an
actor walks into the room, the die has already been cast from the heavens above.
You're either going to get it or you're not. You can't really worry about the fact
that you're Latino or you have a big nose or your hair is too short or anything
· like that. They either want you or they don't. As far as I'm· concerned, I go
against it, but only to a point. Actually, the director rarely tells me anything. I
usually get carte blanche and use my own visions and ideas based on the script.
But if the director says, "Now listen, Alderman, I really want this guy to be
rotund and have big rosy cheeks," I'll get a few rotund people and then throw
in this scrawny character that looks like Scrooge because I believe that Scrooge
can work there.

Tony:

So in a way, you're really forcing your own vision.

Jane:

But I back it up. I'm not saying I'm bringing this in because I'm an ornery
son-of-a-gun and I just want it. I have to have a !eason for it. I'll go against age
or sex or whatever if it works, and nine times out of ten, they'll take our weird
idea. You can't worry about it. For example, a lot of people who are Latino or
black think they'll only get Latino or black roles, but that's wrong. You just walk
in ~nd if you can do it and if you're right for it, you work. The only time it
doesn't work is when you've got a family situation where th_e family is all white.
For "Without A Trace," we were looking for little curlyheaded boys who looked
like Judd Hirsch. A lot of black mothers asked if we could see their sons, but
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we had to say no. They asked me if the family could have adopted his kid, and
I said that I had to stick to the script.
Tony:

Jane, can you talk about what separates successful and unsuccessful actors?

Jane:

A lot of it is luck. But I also think a lot of actors.are self-destructive and blow it
for themselves. Let's assume we've got a group of actors and they're all
extraordinarily talented and the.y're not hideous looking. Out of that group there
will be some who get the opportunity to work in feature films and blow it by
all sorts of things-drugs, alcohol, an attitude that alienates a crew on a set.
Sometimes a lot of people get into this comparing bit where they say, "Well,
gee, I went to school at Columbia with that guy andJook, he's got his own TV
series. I'm more talented than he is, so why am I here and not there?" Actors
,have to remember that everyone.has to go upthe ladder at his or her own paceand not worry about how fast or slow others are going. But sometimes it's just
a matter of being in the right place at the right time and things hit and they
become successful because it was cast in stone someplace. They've got to be
careful about blowing things. I've been doing this for so long~about 25
years-and I've seen some wonderful people blow it for the silliest reasons.

Tony:

Can you give us an example?

Jane:

There was an actor that I worked with in the early '60s. _H e was very handsome
and peppy and very, very talented. He was straight out of Syracuse University's
drama department and, in those days, New York agents were flocking to Syracuse
because it was the group that had Suzanne Pleshette and people like that. All
the agents were going up there and this actor was discovered by an agent,
brought down to New York and immediately got on the Kraft television theatre
shows. He did some Broadway shows and got great reviews and he was this
· hot thing. He had such a career ahead of him. But he started to drink too much,
and not show up, and started saying, "Man, I don't want to do this. I think I'll
go to California." Everything had been laid out for him, but he didn't want to
do it. He ·wanted to think about something else and people got turned off. He
antagonized people on the set and no one wanted to work with him anymore.
He ended up doing nudies. They're still on cable. So bit by bit, his career went
down. Now he's 50 and he's nowhere. It's really a shame. He just blew everything.
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Audience:

Would a center for post~produdioh ]ielp t,he :dtyc.:·arid:. tatfracf!fetiture business?
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Daniella:

That's Michigan Avenue.

David:

Like Center Video or -RAH? SC?u:nd~tig~fs, tpo-st-p"to4tt~tioii;;~W~rarobe, trucks,
crews?
· · - ;'<:. -· _;··; > _; • ::." · '.; ·,. '. }·t:); ::_:

Tony:

I'm not sure building a communit)' is 1btiildiITf
.

Daniella:

.

a·ou:ildirljf , ·
·-

·-;

1~·~ _)·!

We've got post-production frohf a1r:•tht(spdts fhJt f~~e·,rcrea'.fed?fi.:ere by Chicago
agencies. We get more post-prodticfioff;gtT~1W~lf~r, +hbmps8rf~fhan we get

production. That says somethirig'abOtiffocii!fdi:\,~t½J}ale'l1t ~!1d where the

studio is located. More and more:jJbst~prddu~ti6n··-·'is1'uotieJHere~Right, Ron?

What's created and shot here is cut here, right?
.

Ron:

,

.

.

Yes, it gets cut here more often artd sotn~\iery-_)a~g~·:: i,u~irieis~:e·s are already
assembling here. -.
·.' · ·
·
:- : ·,;-:-:· · :
('. ,''. ~:.~ .. _".

David:
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I think a building or a production facility is a ,. won_d ~[ful idea._\::Vhy not have ~/,
200' x 170' stage wifh all the facilitie·s-~ like a :bfg .!vfGM.lof?--1 think that mostT6F r.·
the people who come to Chicago tci_s}:l6dt use oud:itfas;,ilocafio-W: There's not
a· movie· out of Los Angeles that- doesrrtus~e ~lnetLowe~ (W,ic~e~ -:" el." You're not
going to get that in San Francisco. As a locatibri;~~tCsffe>for ~ufo~n, a feeling of
a place, Chicago is perfect for certain scripts. Our union rules have recently been
reorganized as far as overtime shodti1ig}s~a~tifrg":tifue'.s) etc/A~ far -:a s an actuali __:;,.
stage centeris concerned, it's great.B'i.1fFiorrestly/ rri6st-p ;~ople ;c 6me to Chicago
to shoot the "els" and Lower Wacker.':- ·:L \ . .'
..-,;1 '· u~::: ' _:::_:·; .
1
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Tony:

I would like to see some monefputirjto -~fd~vefopm~~n ffrincr( lf'}'du really want
to get into producing-projects-or the realiiatiorrdftir~~fri:s/ Y,oti:heed to originate
the film, not just be the centet of 16cafiorr·· woik.:-Y;·-3 ( nr. :
.· r
. . :' :.

Ron:
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~

~ ~
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It may have worked in Dallas, but I don't thinkifwilfw0rk-l1ete in Chicago. I
don't mean it's not a good idea, but somehoyv Chicago is filled wit11;_independent ,
people who want to do their own thing~ They doil't-w.anftd be"lirider one r6of ·._:· ::·, -._
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with a bunch of guys. They want to do it their way in their own little slot and
go out and compete that way. That seems to be the nature of Chicago.
Jane:

I just want to add that the vision for Dallas was "wowzers," so everyone in
Chicago said we should do it, too. But that didn't really help Dallas. It was
wonderful, but it hasn't brought films to Dallas. In fact, Dallas is petering out.
There are far more films coming here. If they want to make a film here, they
will find a place. They built at Fort Sheridan for" Ordinary People." They'll use
RAH Productions. They'll find an old garage and set up. But as long as the
money is with the studios and the studios are in Los Angeles, they will send
their people out and they can stay in a hotel or anywhere. They want to keep
an eye on their work, so having this huge building when they've already got
the huge MGM Studio out there isn't going to do anybody any good. Does that
make sense?

David:

For "Bad Boys" they took over the old Navy Armory for the interior of an entire
jail with wardrobe, cells-essentially, everything was converted into a soundstage. They didn't need a big soundstage to recreate all that. They tore the whole
thing down after the show was over.

Tony:

You can tell that this is a really loaded subject. You touched a button. Let's get
away from this for a minute. What do you want to see from somebody who
wants to be a cinematographer? What is important for them to do here in this
kind of_environment?

David:

Get a start in still photography and don't be intimidated by any of the technology
or the hocus-pocus of follow focus. You know what I mean? Know your cameras.
Technically, to be a cameraman is something that you can really do, a mechanical
sort of thing. The eye, of course, is the most important thing, but I always have
an assistant cameraperson or a tech person around if something breaks and I
hit it and it still doesn't work. I'm there to look at pictures. I'm there to compose
a shot. I'm there to make the movement flow, to have the interactions enter the
frame. Don't be intimidated by any of the equipment. There's always someone
around who can fix it.

Audience:

Where does your work stop as a casting director during the production of a
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Sharon Lloyd
Spence

If you get the
chance, go to
work for the big
guys, get some
really heavy
credentials under
your belt and
then, ten years
down the road,
you can walk
away and say,
"Now I'm going
to do my own
thing."
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feature?
Jane:

Believe it or not, it never stops until they pack up and go home. Actually, I think
it's over when it's on the screen in the theater. You can get it all cast and the
creative part is over, but the.n the paperwork, which I can't stand, starts-contracts, deal ·memos, first cal~s -tq the actors. Usually, there's always a problem
with·sornebody-br~akingaleg or somebqdy's husband dying and you just have
to find _other·-actors. -Once-the -p icture leave$ town you think, "Oh, good, I'm
'safe/' but then the MGM auditor calls you. Finally, the film airs in the feature
houses_a1,1d some actor cci.lls up and says his name wasn't on the screen and you
. have to go to th~-legal dep~~
r tment. So it really never ends.

Tony:

Jane, how did you get started? What advice would you give to someone who is
i:n-terested in running a casting agency?

Jane:

I started as an actress years ago and I think that's a wonderful beginning. I don't
think I would be a good casting director if I hadn't been in acting because I

understand what it's like. I know what an actor goes through so I'm very
sympathetic to actors when they come in shaking to death. My advice is that if
you want to do it, then do it. I would work for an agency, take acting lessons
or try to work in acting to see what it's like. The only way you're really going to
learn-is if ·you can be an intern or an assistant to a casting director or
agent~
Tony:

How many casting directors are there in town?

Jane:

Besides myself, I thi~k there are only ten. There's always somebody cropping
up, but a lot of them only do commercials.

Tony:

Besides yourself, who's good?

Jane:

I dori't know. We all get along. We're all $ood.

Tony:

Who's second best?

Jane:

Nevermind.·-
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Tony:

Gordori, what is the reality like for a documentary filmmaker?

Gordon:

Well, one of the reasons that I like what I do is that, even in industrials, I'm
usually working in some documentary situation. The film may be really bad,
but it sure is interesting where I'm at, even if it's a medical film. One week I'll
be doing a film about a labor strike in Gary that we're producing and the next
week I'm in Pittsburgh filming the head of Westinghouse Corporation for another
film. I love it. I love being all over and learning all kinds of things. I've learned
an enormous amount over the years.

David:

You jump around from helicopters to submarines to coal mines within a period
of three weeks.

Gordon:

I'm really committed to documentary and have trouble on a dramatic set. I'm
just one of those people. I do dramas and I enjoy them, but put me on a feature
and after a few weeks, I've heard all the jokes from all the actors. It's not my
world. There are a lot of people in this business doing documentaries when they
want to be doing features. I'm someone who's doing documentaries who wants
to be doing documentaries.

Tony:

The cameraperson really carries the vision of a documentary. So much is reality,
unexpected, that the cameraperson is the·key person.

Gordon: ·

In many different positions, such as editor ot cameraperson, you're often
directing. You're often making the film by responding to the situation and
structuring it. We happen to produce, direct and shoot our own films, so that
involves a lot of things. In situations where I'm making a documentary for
someone else and I'm the cameraman, I'm doing a lot to make it happen. Years
ago, we did a weekly sports series called "Sports Action Profile.II We were hiring
editors from all over the city. We had all kinds of people working for us and we
very quickly learned that there are two kinds of editors-those who can direct
and those who can't. The ones who couldn't direct_couldn't do these films. We
hired a couple of people who could not cut the film because they didn't know
how to make a film. Basically, they got a pile of footage in a room and were told
we'd see them in three weeks. I think it's important in camerawork and editing
to remember that it's not the technology that's important. What we're doing is
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telling stories. We're saying something. So if you're a cameraperson, you're taking
a picture for a reason and it's understanding that reason that makes you valuable
.to the director or producer or whomeve'r it is. A lot of times, you're 0n the set
with a director who doesn't have the slightest idea of what he or she wants. He
knows what the story is, has the script, has worked with the client and knows
what story he's got to communicate, but doesn't know what picture will tell that
story. If you can help the director, you're a good a cameraperson.
David:

On a feature film or documentary, there are really only two people who know
exactly what's going on besides the director-the camera operator and the sound
. person. You've got one person seeing it and one person hearing it. The director
and everyone else down the line is saying, "Did we ·.get a good one? Was that
one OK?" You've got to trust those people to have that eye and ear. That's what
they got hired for~

Audience:

On a large production, you can't do two things at once. On a small scale, you
can do everything. How does one approach the film industry?

David:

There's never a bit of experience that anyone can take away from you. Every
little bit of experience you get is going to help you along. After a while, you
begin to filter yourself through and say, "Well, I like sound. I know about it. But
I want to get into casting." You kind of settle down and find your own water level.

Tony:

You're asking a really complicated question. How do people decide what they
want to do within this craft?

Audience:

Are more flexible people more apt to start out as actors or behind the camera?

Tony:

ff they're too flexible, they're apt not to start at all. Isn't that part of the problem?

.Sharon:

I looked at five .resumes today. They tend to fall into two categories. The first
-category is, "Hi, my name is Joe Schmo. I'm a writer/producer/director/actor/
dnematographer. I'm great. I'm wonderful. You should hire me." The second
category is "I have experience in this, this and this. Can I come in and talk to
you and find out what your needs are?" Guess which pile of resumes stays on
my desk? When somebody comes in and wants to find out what I need, I can
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find out what they can give me. That's how people get hired.
Audience:

Wouldn't that depend on the person?

Tony:

Definitely.

Daniella:

Everything depends on a personal interview.

Sharon:

Before you go on an interview, find out what people need and then convince
them you can meet those needs.

Tony:

There's a statement that puts us all to shame: "Everything depends on a personal
interview." Is that true?

Daniella:

I have found it to be my experience both on the way up and as a supervisor.

David:

As Jane mentioned, when an actor ' or actress walks into a casting session, it's
pretty much set up. You ~ave the job or you don't almost before anything
transpires.

Daniella:

We spend a lot of money every time we go out on a shoot. As the producer, I
know exactly how much every minute costs me. I want to know the people and
meet the people who are going to work with me. I want to know that all the
elements are going to work together. Sometimes you're confined in really
crummy, hot places because the lights are really awful and there's no air .
conditioning on. Everyone's got to be able to work together. I have to know that
I can particularly trust people that are going to work directly under me and also
the heads of every department. It should all fall into place as it filters down so
all my people are people I can work with and trust. I can appreciate how
important an introductory letter is, but eventually you're going to have to meet
the person who's going to hire you.

Audience:

How can someone get to the interview stage if you don't look at introductory
letters?
·

Daniella:

Perseverance, patience and good manners on the phone because one thing I use
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is a filtering system. Unless I've me.t you, I don't returnyour phone calls. I'm
just too busy. If I did that, that's all I'd do all day. So you have to be clever to
find me. I'm sure I'm not the .o nly one who does _that. There are apprentice
systems in unions and I have my own. You have to show me that you want to
try to do this and make the phone call and find me. Eventu'.ally, one woman _
sent me a cassette because she couldn't find me. Obviously, she got hired. But
you're going to have to be persistent. I loveit when I have r~suines that say,
"Give me a call." I don't understand that at all.
.
Audience:

Sharon, you s~y you look at resume's and that's how you set up interviews. What
specific things do you look for in the resume itself?

Tony:

Or the letter. What is better? A letter or res:ume?

Sharon:

A cover leUer just says, "Here's my resu~e." _

Audience:

Can you decide wh~ you're going to interview by resume alone?

Tony:

I look for somebody who's going to write a cover letter to me.

Sharon:

I don't care abqut that. I'd rat,h er see a list ~f films they've worked on. Give me
the name, the subject' and who you've worked for. :1'd rather see a list of credits.

Audience:

What ~f you haven't worked on a professional film?

Daniella:

It's the cover letter.

Sharon:

If you've just done your own _films, then list the subject matter.

Audience:

What do ·you look for when you're doing an interview?

Jane:

Somebody that has some sort of warm soul, intelligence, compassion andthe
will to do it. That's really what our business is-being kin~ and good to people . .
We actually had an intern and were so excited to get one, but ·s he showed up
and started to write a letter to somebody. I said, "No, no, no, you can't do that
because we have to work," and I told her to file some actors' pictures. She started
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Anthony Loeb_

If you've got a
film you want to
make, you'll
. convince.someone
else tp help you
make it, and
that's what the
industry needs to
see.

to do it, but just a little while later I hear, "God, am I tired." My partner, whose
eyeballs were hanging out of her sockets, said, "You're tired? What do you think
we are? We put in 18-hour days!" I had to call her that night and tell her that
she couldn't come back. She even left the letter she was writing. You have to be
willing to learn and not want the glory right away. We've had people who wanted
to be very important right away and I'd have to say, "Excuse me, but I've been
doing this for 25 years and that's why they ask for me." You're going to have to
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cultivate your own relationships and gro:w and learn the business. Your life really
isn't your own anyway, so if someone says, "I'm sorry, but next week we're going
to be doing this seven'days a week for 18 to 24 hours a day," you just do it and
don't complain.
Ron:

It's really a tough business to break into whether you're in Chicago or anywhere
else. From where you're sitting, even trying to get in to see the people that are
working in the industry is a tough haul. You're not the person the busy people
want to see. The reality of it is that they have better things to do than interview
people. Not to say that they don't have compassion for you and don't want to
find a place for you, but if they don't have ajob for someone right away you're
the furt:hest thing from their mind, especially if they're in the middle of a
production or an edit. I get a lot of resumes and if I have time to read them, I
will. ~ut if I don't have time, I'll probably just put them aside or throw them
away. It's almost like fishing-you have to keep on trying. One thing I've found
is.that I'll see somebody who has been recommended by either a friend of mine
or somebody who's in the business. Somehow I respond and I try for that person.
l;3efore I even see a resume, I want to talk to the person on the phone. I try to
help a lot of people get jobs in this town and have gotten jobs for people in film
and videotape, in editing and production, in an different phases of this business.
One of the ways to find the key people in the industry who are able to help you
is to take that beginning job, get to know people and tell people what you want
and where you're going. you'll find out they'll try to help you.

Tony:

There's another syndrome, a more hopeful one, that I think of as the mentor
complex. There are many people who grow by giving other people an opportunity
to learn. Starting from the most grandiose, Francis Ford Coppola gave George
Lucas a job as an assistant on a documentary about one of his pictures and it
became a relationship that had obvious meaning. This kind of thing filters down
throughout the industry. So the understanding that some people are going to
be more interested in you at this time in their life than certain other people is a
kind of law of life.

Daniella:

At this time in their life.

Ron:

The industry will make room for you if it can. When I started editing, there were
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only 30 editors in Chicago. Today, there are probably 300. They're all out there
and they're all making some kind of living, and it's going to expand more. It's
not going to stop.
Audience:

What kind of advice would any of you give to someone who wants to freelance
before they get that wonderful beginning staff job?

David:

Do you really want a wonderful staff job or do you warl.t to freelance?

Audience:

Well, I'd like to pay ni.y bills and work in the business and have a little money
to put into my own creative projects.

Gordon:

I think Daniella said one of the most important things-personal contact. This
is a very social industry. You spend a lot of time with the people that you work
with, so you're really concerned whe~ you're talking to __somebody about a job.
Freelancing with rio background is pretty tough to do, except maybe for
production assistant work. Even if you've got some experience, you know that
it's not just the experience that gets you hired. It's tp.e contacts. Freelancing is
very tough. We've had several pe.6 ple come to work for us as volunteers, then
they got a job and left and now they're freelancing. They made the contacts
through us. They were taken out on jobs and people saw them. Another thing
to remember is that a lot of t~mes you will get hired for something you have to
offer, not because you want to be a filmmaker. One of the mostvaluable things
in this business is being able to take care of business whether it's getting a shawl
or whether it's knowin.g how to organize something. That's what employers look
for. That's the key to this business. For about' a year and half after I came back
to Chicago, I periodically flew back to New York to supervise a move from one
studio to another. At the time, I was working as an editor, but they trusted me
and wanted me to do it.

Daniella:

That's why you need a personal interview. I will always look at people's reels
and credits are very important. If I send you out to do something, I'm going to
ask you to be my legs and ears, and I know how much per minute I'm paying
you and how much per minute the studio and agency are spending. If I can't
trust you, you will not just screw up the production, you could screw up my
life. I don't want that to happen. It's very important to be bright and I'm not
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admonishing that or denigrating it in any way, but the trust part is just as
important. If you don't take responsibility, you don't get the reward. We've all
had some weird jobs. I once had to ask my production assistants to shovel shit
because we were shooting in a place_that had guard dogs. That was the bottom.
But I helped them because I didn't want them to think I was a creep. All these
little bits and pieces make up the mosaic of your film career and then it hopefully
goes somewhere and you find your niche. You might be able to say you can do
anything in Chicago, but don't ever say it in New York or Los Angeles because
they want you to do only props or only casting or only producing. Even though
Chicago has tough unions, we have people who can do a lot of different things
and admit to it and are not hurt by it. 1f you do that on either coast, you'll never
get anywhere. They'll say, "That's the guy who does the deliveries," or "That's
the girl who's the production assistant," because they don't think that you have
a focus or direction. So you make up your mosaic here and then when you get
your direction, you can go to the other cities. This is one of the places that you
can say, "I do a lot of things," without turning people off.
Tony:

This comes back to an issue that's hard to grasp. How are you perceived? When
you walk into a place, what are you bringing in? What kind of consciousness
should you begin to have about how you're affecting people? When you're
directing a film and there's so much tension, you want people around you who
are going to make you feel comfortable. There is a lot of intensity, rivalry and
doubt.

Daniella:

Most of you aren't going to be directing films for a long time, so you ought to
think about what you should do for your director to make him or her feel
comfortable. You have to move the camera around in your own vision of your
career. You have to understand that you're part of the process. You can't say, "If
I'm not a director, I'm not going to do that" because you'll get something out
of it and be able to use that knowledge to do good work when you get your
shot at directing or whatever you want to do.

Audience:

How much research do you do for a project?

Gordon:

We do a lot of it, but it's an area where we usually use other people. We have
people come in and do research. We also have people come in and do writing,
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although we write a lot of scripts ourselves ..
Audience:

Are there internships in writing?

Gordon:

Not really writi~g internships, but researching internships, particularly when
we're on a project like the "Gender Gap" film. By the way, a lot of people have
made important contacts through writing. It's a wonderful way to meet people
and get into film. When Daniella did her film; she had three or four assistants
running around and they're probably al~ out in Hollywood now. That's the way
a lot of people get started. I just hired someone today who started out as a
volunteer on the "Gender Gap", film at;1d when the film was finished she just
kept showing up for .work and all of a sudden we were talking about how we
needed somebody and there ~he wa~. We knew her. She was terrific. You know
what I mean? We. didn't have to interview anyone because we knew her and she
was right there.

Tony:

That commitment to come back was extraordinary.

Gordon:

Another one of our interns was very young and had just started college. When
they offered her to us, the one detail they told u_swas, "She quit this.other job
because it wasn't interesting or challenging." I was very put off, but I thought
we should giv~;her a chance. Again~ it's how you areperceived. So we gave her
a chance and· she came around. We had her xeroxing and doing all kinds of
boring stuff. It .turned out that the other job wasn't interesting or challenging
because ther~ was nothing to do. Now she loves it-she's going to come back
on her own time. She's not getting any c;redit for it, but she's going to work this
summer, too. In this business, I think it's very important to understand that if
you're ·working, you're learning. But sometimes .people don't understand that.

Audience:

What courses should I take at Columbia to help me to find a job?

Tony:

I would like to comment on that. You shouldn't draw a line between the course
and the job, or the course a~d the specific learning you need. What's being
described is more amorphous, a quality of contact, caring and commitment. I
don't think any course taught at Columbia is an end. It's only the bare beginning,
the bones. Later, when you're in a commercial reality, you're going to get much
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more stress and much more learning. So don't try to connect the rationale-this
is a time of curiosity. What's most interesting is what you might do here, what
kind of film you make, how you use this opportunity. You're using your space
here now, not just in anticipation of tomorrow.
Gordon:

Tony, I think we always look at someone's educatio~al background.

Audience:

How much _m oney do you make?

Daniella:

You're going to go far.

Jane:

I've been doing everything for 25 years. Now I'm 45 and this is the first year I've
been ab_le to travel. I've only just begurt to buy clothes for myself and to fix my
house and buy new towels. It's taken me that long. I didn't do this for the
money- I did it because I love it. It just dawned on me this year that I'm finally
getting a lot of money for something I love doing. There are so many rewards.
If you go into this saying, "I'm going to make a lot of money," I wish you a lot
of luck. I hope you do it, but you really have to want to do it. I'm doing it
.because I just have to .

David:

. If I earn my age in pesos, I'm pretty happy. I have my apartment and I'm warm
at night. You can make tons of money. Y9u can be a rotten, conniving, backbiting,
chiseling producer or you can just go out and make an honest living.

Gordon:

Numbers are sometimes so important. People like to know the numbers, but it
depends what numbers you're talking about. If I work for a day as a cameraman,
I make $375. I_f I worked every day, I'd make a lot, but I don't work that much
because I produce my own films. If you saw my taxes, you'd see that the films
I produce make almost nothing.

Audience:

Is that the not-for-profit .side?

Gordon:

One of the reasons we formed a not-for-profit corporation is becaµse we looked
at our for-profit corporation and saw how ridiculous the whole thing was.

Tony:

So you're making money to put money into what you want to do?
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Gordon Quinn

If you're doing
what you want to
do, the nature of
this business is
that you're
probably making
enough to live
some kind of
reasonable
lifestyle. You may
have a Datsun
instead of a Rolls
Royce, but you'll
be driving.
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Gordon:

I used to do that, but I don't really do that anymore. I'm not subsidizing our
productions with my labor-I'm too old for that and it's too hard. But I believe
in doing that and I think some of you are going to wind up doing that. Now I
basically make my living on the commercial side and I do my other work on the
not-for-profit side when we can raise the money. As far as lifestyle, my tax returns
run in the low 20's every .year be.cause that's -all I need to get by. Every once in
- awhile we meet somebody in a bar who we vyorked with years ago. We all had
these dreams and we went after them. We made the films we wanted to make
and still make them and they look at u~ _and say, "Boy, I really admire you
-.b ecause you never sold out. You really never went down and made Michigan
Avenue. But, hey, I've got a nice car and a house in the country." People get
confused about the issue of selling·out. The sacrifices that we appear to have
made aren't sacrifices.
, - ·
.

'

Daniella:

But there are people who want to sell out. Anybody who gets out of college and
starts making $100 a day making deliveries or being a production assistant and
immediately moves up to $150 and then works as a gaffer or grip for $175 is, for
those of you in politics, smart en~ugh to join the _u nion.

Tony:

But if you join the union, you can't work on independent, non-union jobs.

Daniella:

That's not true if you know Frank Hobbs, the union man. I don't think that you
necessarily have to sell out. to make a lot of money however much each of us
thinks is a lot-of mon·ey. I don't think it's important for us to still be hippies from
the '60s and say we make so little money because what we show on our tax
forms is not necessarily what we' had. the pleasure of spending and enjoying.

David:

Gordon:

-·Then what you~re saying is t:hat just because you're broke doesn't mean you have
to change your Hfestyle.
You missed my point. The point is that how much you make should be secondary
to doing what you want to do. If you're doing what you want to do, the nature
of this business is that you're probably making enough to live some kind of
reasonable lifestyle. You may have a Datsun instead of a Rolls Royce, but you'll
be driving. You ain't taking the bus. What I was trying to get at is that you don't
have to sacrifice. People set up these false dichotomies between what you want
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to do and being a financial success and I don't believe a lot of those dichotomies
really exist.
-

.

Sharon:

I have a lot of friends who work at ad agendes where they don't like what they
do, but they make $60,000 a year. They get very j~alous and say, "Gosh, I'd love
.to be out there with crews and shooting and·traveling," .and I say, "But you're
making 60 grand a year and you have a house in .Winnetkc1 and a Porsche and
you buy Calvin Klein suits every Saturday and I don't .cl~ that." You have to
make those choices.

Audience:

What about the pressures and the stress. How do you deal .with that?

Daniella:

Diet Coke.
Gordon already talked about how I cut for him. It had to be cut.in three w~~~.s
during the dead of winter. The first week I caught a cold. The second week I
was home sick in bed. I got out of my sickbed-the third week a~d worked around
the clock to finish the film. My wife loves it. It's tough. The stress is always
there. But Hwas interesting because it ~a~ a film about the tennis player, John
Newcombe. Nobody thought a film could_be made out ~fit ..The footage wasn't
that spectacular. Tennis wasnl even_on television then. I used to work for a guy
named Walter Schwimmer who filmed tennis matches. I said this would be a
great idea for tennis, but it's a big t~ing. The film was.c ut and approved and the
director liked it. In fact, he was thrilled. Then I had to .c ut all the sound effects,
but they didn't shoot sound all the way. They shot soun_d , then they didn't shoot
sound. These guys were playing tennis, so where I had sound that was real it
, worked. Then there was no bong, bong, bong, and I _h ad to find them. They
were _in the outtakes._I had to find all these hits for every one that was in there.

Ron:

n

It's Friday night and I've been working around the clock since 10 o'clock Thursday
morning. I just worked straight through and now it's Friday. The picture is bought
and I'm looking for these bongs. I'm still sick. The music was done, everything
else was done, and I'm looking and looking and it was al~ost midnight when
suddenly I found a bong and put it in and it all worked. I was so happy I danced
all over the room when I came home and my wife said, "How could that excite
you?" I said, "It's fantastic. It all worked." She said, "You;re hopeless."
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David:

Daniella:
Audience:
Daniella:

I think just knowiilg y~tfre working at your maximum capability and doing
everything you can possibly think of to make the job correct is enough to alleviate
about h~lf of the stress. It's always going to be there, but knowing that you're
qoing the best that you can to the best of your ability or knowing someone else
that can help give·s you capabilities and resources to fall back on. No one walks
into every situation knowing everything. We're all a little apprehensive when
· we start a project b.ecause there are going to be a lot of variables;no matter how
well it's been produced or scripted or rehearsed or whatever. Something's going
to happen that you can't count on. Hopefully, if you've prepared preproduction
and ~one your homework, you won't have so much to worry about because you
· ~an handle it.
:-·
·
I think exercise and a very consistent love life help, too. ·
What do you thi~k your priorities are when you're directing?
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Everything is important. ·

Gordon:

I'm c:o nstarttly amazed by people who thi~k about features because I come from
· a 'do·c umentary world. They want to ·dfrect/ but thetve ne\rer dealt with actors
. , and they've, never· acted. I would _think that ',inyone who's really going to be a
director of dramatic films has got to be able to direct actors. When I was in
school, my first int~res~ _w asn't features, but I saw·some movies that I liked and
that's how I got into this. I was in actor workshops because I thought that was
~he _way -to £incl out about it.

Sharon'.:

I agree. That's the reason I went to school. I majored in theater and studied
acting and singing ahd I was adancer for 15 years. I was always reading plays,
so when I'm looking at actors I know what to tell them because I remember
trying to do it myself.
·

David: -

To be a good director you shoulQ. also pay for your own beginning films out of
your ·own pocket so· you know wher~ that time and m~ney is being spent.
You find out your priorities very, very quickly when it's coming out of your own
pocket.
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Tony:

What do you have in parting? Does anyone have a word of guidance that can
summarize this epic journey?

Daniella:

I look forward to trying to work with some of you in some capacity and I think
you're all very lucky to have a placement office here working with you and trying
to get you some experience so that everything is much easier for you. I expect
to see a lot of your names on some credits soon.

Jane:

When Daniella was talking, I remembered something I had written the other
day. I just put some of my staccato thought together and I think this applies.
This line is from Proverbs: "When there is no vision, the people perish." To have
vision is to have the ability to look past contradictory facts and seemingly
insurmountable obstacles to the possibility of the fulfillment of your dreams. A
dream is to have the imagination of a possibility that we can achieve what we
can conceive of and believe in.

Gordon:

We did what we wanted to do and that's the most important thing. Sometimes
I get concerned when I hear people talking about what they'll have to do to
make it. I think what you have to do to really make it is to go after ·the things
that are your dreams.

David:

It's much more fun doing it that way and realizing that the bottom line, the
monetary end of it, is not that great. But I have so damn much fun getting up
to here in mud and crawling around and who cares.
'-

Sharon:

When you graduate from Columbia, have a calling card you feel is representative
of your best work. Whether it's a screenplay that you've written,, or a film that
you've produced or directed, try to leave here with something that is you. I think
that's your best calling card in getting a job in the world.

Ron:

There's a quote in When the Shooting Stops by a British film editor, Tom Priestly,
and I'm not quoting exactly,·but 'w hat it boils down to is that the sculptor finds
the statue which is waiting in the ·stone, and the editor finds the film which is
waiting in the material. And I'd like to add that the beginner in ·the industry
finds the job that is waiting, hidden in the industry. It's there and you've got to
find it. You've got to have faith in your right to exist in this business :and I think
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if you can do that, you'll find a way.
Tony:

Thank you all.
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Daniella
Violet-Green

I once opened a
lighthouse in
Maine that
hadn't been
opened in 20
years by calling
the U.S. Coast
Guard . .. I
spoke to them on
the phone from a
lobster house
with all these
men in yellow
slickers staring at
me.

